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1. INTRODUCTION

Israel is a non-communist country in which the development of new forms of co-operation and integration in agricultural production played a very important role and still does.

In view of the fact that these developments in Israel took place under a system of government that differs radically from that in the countries of Eastern Europe and the fact that Israeli experts play an important part in helping development in many developing countries - both in the fields of resettlement and of co-operation - the experience of Israel deserves considerable attention.

The most important forms of land tenure in Israel are the kibbutz, the moshav and the moshav shitufi.

The first kibbutz was founded in 1910 and today nearly 50 per cent of the 2 000 co-operatives are kibbutzim.

The basis of the kibbutz is integral co-operation, that is to say co-operation in all respects. According to the kibbutz regulations, the kibbutz is a voluntary association of people for the purpose of establishment, absorption and maintenance of a co-operative community, based on collective ownership of property, personal labour, equality and co-operation in all the aspects of production, consumption and education.

The moshav has the following characteristics:
(a) Collective sales of agricultural products, purchases of production agents and purchases of a considerable amount of household articles;
(b) financing and credit provision to members of the moshav by the collective institutions of the moshav;
(c) joint and organised action in many fields of provision of services, such as water works, tractor stations, etc.;
(d) communal assistance as a general principle for the provision of financial help;
(e) the members' land is equal in size and quality and each member is responsible for maintaining the integrity of his land; he is prohibited from dividing it among family members and from letting it and cultivating additional land (when the owner dies, the family decide among themselves who is to inherit the land and if such a voluntary decision is not taken by the family, the moshav takes the decision);
(f) the ultimate right of ownership of the land rests with the national organisations (the moshav leases the land from national institutions);
(g) the principle of personal labour.

The moshav shitufi2 is essentially a form of agricultural settlement in which the members share the right of ownership of resources, administration, personal labour, equality and co-operation in all the aspects of production, consumption and education.1

The following principles hold:
(a) Joint ownership of land.
(b) Personal labour.
(c) Collective ownership of the profits and of public assets.
(d) Co-operation in all fields of production, marketing, services and education, culture, health and local authorities.
(e) Equality in consumption, leasing of private properties and individual houses.

The differences between the above-mentioned three co-operative forms are shown in the following comparative table:(see Table 1).

All three forms are characterised by a high standard of technology and big capital investments. The farms may be divided according to the

---

* Based on an M.Sc.(Agric.) thesis by T.I. Fenyes, University of Pretoria.
TABLE 1 - Comparison between kibbutz, moshav shitufi and moshav

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field of activities</th>
<th>Kibbutz</th>
<th>Moshav Shitufi</th>
<th>Moshav</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Work</td>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>Collective: Family</td>
<td>Individual: Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption</td>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>Collective: Individual</td>
<td>Individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farming requirements</td>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>Collective: Co-operative</td>
<td>Co-operative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marketing</td>
<td>Collective</td>
<td>Collective: Family</td>
<td>Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing</td>
<td>Individual: adults</td>
<td>Collective: Family</td>
<td>Family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Collective: children</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (pre-school)</td>
<td>Collective: Family</td>
<td>Family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


direction of specialisation into six categories, namely:
1. Non-irrigated (mainly among the older moshavim);
2. mixed farms (many farm enterprises);
3. citrus;
4. citrus and poultry;
5. vegetables and orchards;
6. poultry.

A high degree of specialisation is one of the advantages of the moshav over the kibbutz, which tends more towards diversified farming in which not all branches of production necessarily function profitably, although it does in general give more attention to the non-profitable aspect such as child care, education, etc.

2. EFFICIENCY OF THE KIBBUTZIM

The kibbutzim have in the course of time built up the reputation that they function very efficiently. Their rate of growth in agricultural production is higher than in the agricultural sector of Israel as a whole.

The labour productivity of the kibbutzim is among the highest in the world; it compares well with Western European standards and in the case of dairies even with those of the USA. The average net income of kibbutz members is about 20 per cent higher than in the agricultural sector as a whole.

This significant economic efficiency of the kibbutzim is ascribed by Loveh to the following factors.

(a) The human element - maximum identification with the general effort (work teams, farm enterprises), strong motivation for increasing the output.
(b) The economic-technological factor - collective capital facilitates the purchase of durable assets and their effective functioning, so that the kibbutzim were among the first agricultural organisations to apply modern mechanisation.
(c) Possibilities for specialisation by work teams and farm enterprises.
(d) The possibility of training and absorbing new members - even people who have had no previous agricultural experience.
(e) The possibility of using work-units in outlying areas.

An annual domestic budget is drawn up by each kibbutz. It includes all expenditure items to do with the cost of living and all types of cultural activities such as housing, education of the children, etc.

Each kibbutz has a communal dining hall and the food is prepared in highly mechanised kitchens. Social and recreational facilities are in general very well developed, for example, libraries, parks, swimming baths, cinemas and television facilities are available everywhere.

The kibbutz is managed by elected committees, among which the committee for work distribution plays an important part.

In general the kibbutzim fill the place in Israel that is filled in other countries by other types of large-scale agricultural enterprises.

It is difficult, however, to compare the efficiency of the kibbutzim with the large-scale agricultural enterprises in other countries because the kibbutzim do no carry out only agricultural activities, but also a good many industrial activities. In addition, many of their members work outside the settlements and their salaries or wages are paid into the income pools.

There is no doubt that an efficient individual farmer can make greater profits than the income of a member of an efficient kibbutz, but an inefficient individual farmer can, on the other hand, suffer much bigger losses than an inefficient kibbutz member.

A very important point is that in the kibbutz the less efficient members do not have to concern themselves with managerial matters, that is to say, they can still be efficient in a collective farm as long as other members are responsible for the management.

Apart from the type of settlement, the most important question in any collective type of farming enterprise remains that of efficient management.

The choice between the various types of collective farm units is never based on economic reasons in Israel, but rather on the individual inclination for a specific type of life.

3. EFFICIENCY OF THE MOSHAVIM

The moshav consists of two parts: the co-operative of the town as a whole and individual farms.
Each farmer is a member of the town co-operative, which is managed by elected members. The main characteristic of the moshav is individual farms on which free initiative is practised in planning and management. Moshav members are therefore, as a result of natural selection, usually people with a farming background and managerial skill. Less capable farmers feel safer in the kibbutzim where the authority and responsibilities can be carried by someone else.8

The co-operative recovers the cost of providing services in three ways:
(a) By the deduction of a certain percentage of the selling price of products;
(b) by adding a certain percentage to the purchase price of inputs; and
(c) by levying direct tax.9 Lowe points out that the greater the absolute expenditure for services is, the lower is the percentage turnover. This shows that efficient moshavim can afford expensive services if they result in increased production capacity.

The great variety of directions of production makes direct comparisons between kibbutzim and moshavim unrealistic. Nevertheless, the moshavim are regarded as exceptionally efficient, particularly in the production of specialised agricultural products.

4. EFFICIENCY OF THE MOSHAV SHITUFIM

As in the case of the kibbutz and the moshav, the moshav shitufi is a co-operative community. The biggest single factor that distinguishes the moshav shitufi from the other settlements is the pattern of ownership. Whereas in the kibbutzim total communal ownership is the rule and the moshav retains private right of ownership, the moshav shitufi takes the middle course: communal ownership, as in the kibbutz, but limited to productive and public assets, that is to say the farming and manufacturing branches of kibbutzim with their public institutions and services, on one hand, and private ownership as in the moshav (private family home with all its requirements), on the other hand.10

The moshav shitufim are less numerous than the other types of settlement in Israel, as shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 2 - Co-operative agricultural communities in Israel: Comparative statistics, 1963-64-65-70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kibbutzim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>228</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


The figures in the table show a slow but sustained increase in the numbers of all three types of settlement.

As regards economic results, the moshav shitufi is usually grouped with the moshav because no reliable basis for comparison exists.
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